
Informaticists play a crucial role in integrating a hospital’s clinical practices with 
HIT (healthcare information technology.) 

For decades, informaticists have been identifying, defining, managing and helping to 
communicate the value that can be gleaned from your IT systems. According to HIMSS, 
“informaticists are now advancing their focus beyond EHR implementation and successfully 
innovating change as analysts, educators, software engineers, policy developers and 
operational owners to help advance healthcare.”

As we continue to navigate the fallout of COVID-19 activity, informaticists can play a key 
role in helping you meet operational and revenue cycle goals—while maintaining quality care 
for your patients.

Based on what our teams have seen in the field over the course of the last several years, 
we’ve outlined three ways informaticists may be better leveraged to address your most 
pressing concerns:

Our experienced professionals can hit the ground running—as quickly as you need. 

We can provide the precise type of consultants to suit your most urgent needs and 

priorities. Simply contact: info@spconinc.com or call 781-428-3497.

Need help optimizing your in-house informatics?
Our expertise and perspective

let you quickly reap key benefits!

Are you fully leveraging 
your informaticist across 
these three clinical & 
revenue objectives?

• Facilitate conversations between administrative, IT, 
 clinical and financial departments

• Review pain points and workarounds to maximize 
 efficiency and system functionality

• Improve interdisciplinary integration and coordination 
 by allowing all professionals involved in a patient’s 
 care to simultaneously record, disseminate, and share
 updates, logs, and findings (e.g. blood levels, therapy, 
 nutrition, discharge instructions, etc.)

1. WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

• Review and remind staff of your organization’s current 
 workflow and design processes

• Help clinicians understand ‘the why' behind decisions 
 made in order to improve compliance and adoption

• Develop and enforce policies in accordance with 
 ethics and regulations

• Educate clinicians in how to make the best use of 
 electronic health records and clinical decision 
 support systems

• Promote the embrace of emerging best practices, 
 leveraging their abilities as natural change agents 
 and drivers of a hospital’s culture

3. TRAINING REINFORCEMENT

• Understand departmental requests in relation to system 
 capabilities and constraints

• Uncover opportunities for innovation and collaboration, 
 helping to disseminate best practices and standardize 
 workflows/protocols (which can help achieve greater 
 staffing flexibility in the face of staff shortages/stresses)

• Provide impartial evaluation on technology upgrades 
 and packages to analyze expected cost/benefit

• Develop and advise on data structures and software 
 tools for clinicians to use in order to keep EHRs aligned 
 with best practices for data management, processing 
 and organization

• Uphold organizational privacy and security programs 
 in the face of new methodologies (e.g. telehealth 
 technologies) and ensure appropriate use of personal 
 health information to meet evolving regulations

2. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

IN 2021, S&P WON THE #1 SLOT IN THE "BEST IN KLAS" REPORT FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION LEADERSHIP-SMALL. OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS, 

WE HAVE BEEN HIGHLY RATED ACROSS SEVERAL PERFORMANCE 
CATEGORIES BY KLAS (ONE OF THE PROFESSION'S MOST TRUSTED 
ANALYSTS), INCLUDING RECOGNIT ION AS "THE MARKET LEADER IN 

CERNER IMPLEMENTATION" (2020.) 

CERNER MILLENNIUM® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK 
OF CERNER® CORPORATION. 

S&P CONSULTANTS IS NOT SPONSORED BY OR AFFIL IATED 
WITH CERNER® AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES.


